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A description is given of those propertms of planar figures that can be 
detected by viewing the figure through a retina-like device. The answer given 
involves certain topologies on the set of figures in the plane. A predicate is 
detectable through an acceptable sequence of finer and finer partitions if and 
only if the set of all figures atisfying this predicate can be expressed as a Boolean 
combination f a suitable collection of sets open in the topology induced by the 
sequence of par titions. A predicate isdetectable through all acceptable s quences 
of partitions if and only if it can be expressed as a Boolean combination f sets 
open in the I-Iausdorff topology on the set of all planar figures. 
This work is intended to describe those properties of planar figures that 
can be detected by viewing a figure through a retina-like device. We can 
think of a retina as a partition of the plane and the image a figure presents 
to the retina will be the union of the blocks it touches. By looking at one 
retinal image we often cannot ell very much about the real figure but we 
might be able to guess whether or not it has some given property. If we were 
really looking at a figure and could not make a decision we could move 
closer to the figure and then take a second look. We model this by taking 
a finer partition to get a second retinal image. We now ask which properties 
or predicates of figures are detectable through a sequence of closer and 
closer looks. 
The answer we give involves an investigation of certain topologies on the 
set of figures in the plane. We show that a predicate is detectable through 
an acceptable sequence of finer and finer partitions if and only if the set 
of all figures satisfying this predicate can be expressed as a Boolean combina- 
tion of a suitable collection of sets open in the topology induced by the 
sequence of partitions. A predicate is detectable through all such sequences 
of partitions if and only if it can be expressed as a Boolean combination of 
a suitable collection of sets open in the Hausdorff topology on the set of all 
planar figures. 
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Definitions and Notation. A retina R will be R '* or any convex subset of 
R '~ with nonempty interior. Usually, n will be equal to 2. 
Afiguref is any nonempty compact subset of R. 
F will denote the set of all figures of R. 
A predicate P is a property that a figure may or may not have, e.g., con- 
nected or convex. By P(f) we mean the statement '~f is P,"  e.g., '~/is con- 
nected" or '~/is convex." P(f) may be either true or false. The support of 
P, S~ is the set of a l l f~  I z such that P(f) is true. If A is a subset of ~z, then 
"element of A"  is a predicate and will be denoted by PA • 
We imagine that the figures are viewed through a sequence of partitions 
= {~'~}i=1 ...... of R. A sequence of partitions will be called acceptable if it 
satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) %,  the coarsest partition, has one block which is R itself. 
(2) ~i+1 is finer that ~r i for all i. 
(3) ~r i restricted to any compact subset of R is of finite index for all i. 
(4) For every E > 0, there is an i such that each block B~ of 7r i has 
diameter less than e, i.e., mesh(~,) ~ c. 
(5) Each block of ~,~ contains an open subset of ~ for all i. 
For a fixed partition ~, ,  a figure f produces apartition figure %(f) which 
is defined to be the union of all the blocks of ~ whose closure contains a 
point off .  E~(f) is the equivalence class of all figures that produce the parti- 
tion figure %(f) .  
If  p, q ~ R then d(p, q) will be the standard Euclidean distance between 
p and q. I f  C is a compact subset of R, then d(C, p) will be the distance 
between p and C. 
When the topology of the underlying space is clear, /Y, A e, and int A 
will denote the closure, complement and interior of _4, respectively. 
Given a collection of sets {U~}~c, the Boolean combinations of these sets 
will mean those sets that can be constructed from these sets bv the taking 
of complements and of finite or countable unions or intersections. If A is a 
Boolean combination of {U~)~c and G is countable, then A can be written 
in a disjunctive normal form: 
A = [,) U~ n 
a~A "# .~ ct k 
where, for each a e A, as k runs from 1 to ~,  U% runs through exactly 
those U~'s that include a. 
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TOPOLOGIES ON F. A figure f l  is an e-variation of a figure f2 if every 
point off1 lies within E of a point off2 and vice versa. Let 
3(fl ,fz) = inf{e > 0 [f~ is an e-variation of A}. 
PROPOSITION- (Kelly). 3 is a metric on ~z. The metric 3 imposes the Hausdorff 
metric topology, W on the set F. The basic open sets of(F, ~)  are of the form: 
(f, ~) = (g e F I a(f, g) < ~}. 
THEOREM (Kelly, 1943). I f  R is compact (a:, ~)  is a compact, connected 
metric space. (And when R is all of ~ ,  (D z, ~)  is a locally compact connected 
metric space.) 
I f  D is the set of figures that are finite subsets of the set of points in R 
with rational coordinates, then D is dense in (F, ~) ,  so: 
PROPOSITION. (F, ~)  is separable. 
I f  ~r = {%}~=1 ...... is an acceptable sequence of partitions of R, then rr yields 
a metric on F obtained by setting d~(fa ,f~) = l/i, where % is the coarsest 
partition in ~r such that ~r,(fa ) @ rq(fz). I f  no such i exists, the distance is 
zero but this can happen only when f ,  - - f2 .  J r  will be the topology of F 
induced by the metric d r . When there is no question as to which 7r we mean, 
we will use simply J to denote this topology. The basic properties of S are 
summed up in the following theorems. 
THEOm~M (Blum-Henneman). 
(1) For a l iA ,  f2, fa in F, 
d~(A, A) ~ max{d~(k, fa), d~(A, 3ca)} • 
(2) For every ( the relation E, on U z defined by 
kE ,  f~ if andonly if d~(k ,k )  < 1/i 
is an equivalence r lation. I f  R is compact, this relation has finite index. 
(3) For every c > O, there is an i > 0 such that d~(f~ ,f2) < 1/i implies 
that f~ is an ~-variation of f2 . Equivalently, J C_ ~,  i.e., the open sets of d,~ 
are open sets of o¢. 
(4) Each E,( f )  contains a nonempty Ji~-closed neighborhood. Note that 
E~(f) does not necessarily contain an dial-neighborhood ff. 
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THEOI~M (Blum-Henneman). (F , J )  is not compact. The classes E,(f) 
are not compact in J .  
PROPOSITION (Blum-Henneman). The equivalence lasses E~(f) are clopen 
sets of (gz, j ) ,  and they form a basis for this topology. 
COROLLARY (Blum-Henneman). J has a countable basis. 
THEOREM (Blum-Henneman). An acceptable sequence of partitions, 
~-= {zr~}~= 1 ... . . . .  defines a set of equivalence classes of figures. These classes 
E~(f), are naturally ordered by inclusion and the order yields a finitely branching 
tree such that: 
(1) There is a one-one correspondence between the set gz of figures and a 
subset of the branches of the tree; 
(2) There is a branch passing through each E,(f) which is not produced 
by any figure. 
We shall be interested in a subclass of the partition topologies which we 
refer to as grid topologies. The grid topologies are those induced by acceptable 
sequences of partitions, zr = {~ri}~= 1 ....... where each zr i consists of the blocks 
bounded by the lines of a rectangular, though not necessarily regular, grid 
placed on the plane. 
Detectable Predicates 
Let ~r = {%}i=1 ...... be an acceptable sequence of partitions and let J 
be the topology induced by this sequence on D z. We say a predicate P on B z
is absolutely J-detectable if there is a function q~p such that 
goe: {Ei(f) l i >/1, f any figure}-+ {0, 1}, 
and 
(1) q~p(E,(f)) = 1 and/>~ i => ~oe(E~(f) ) = 1, 
(2) lim~.>~ oe(Ei(f) ) = 1 if and only if P(f)  is true. 
I f  a figure has an absolutely J-detectable property, then for a fine enough 
partition, this figure must yield a partition figure that could only have been 
produced by a figure possessing the given property. 
PROPOSITION. P is absolutely J-detectable if and only if the support Sv is 
an open set in (go, J ) .  
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Pro@ I f  P is an absolutely J -detectable predicate, then Sp = U Ei(f) 
where the union is taken over all i and f such that ~op(Ei(f)) = 1. So Sp is 
just a union of J -open  sets, and hence, is open in (Y, J ) .  Conversely, if Sp 
is J -open ,  the function ~op(E,(f)) = 1 if E~(f) C Se and 0 otherwise shows 
that P is absolutely J-detectable. 
A set that is open in (n:, ~P) is open in every partition-induced topology 
on ~:. I f  Sp is open in (F, ~¢') then P is absolutely J -detectable for every 
partition topology J .  For this reason, we say that a predicate, P on ~: is 
absolutely detectable if and only if Sp is open in (Y, ~) .  Later, we will see 
that a predicate is absolutely detectable if and only if it is absolutely J -detect -  
able for every partition topology J .  
EXAMPLES. The following predicates have supports that are closed sets 
in (~, J ) .  That is, the negations of these predicates are absolutely detectable, 
and hence, absolutely ~r-detectable for every partition topology J on ~. 
(1) Convex. We show that "not convex" is absolutely S-detectable 
for any partition topology J by exhibiting ~Ono t eonvex •
~no~ eonvex(Ei(f)) = 1 if Ei does not contain a convex figure 
- 0 otherwise. 
I f f  is convex then Ei(f) contains a convex figure for all i. I f f  is not convex, 
Ei(f) contains only nonconvex figures for sufficiently large i. Let x and y 
be two points o f f  and z a point on the segment connecting them that is not 
contained in f. F is compact so that for E small enough, an e-neighborhood 
of z does not intersect f. For a partition of mesh less than e/2, Ei(f) will 
contain no convex figures. 
(2) We list the following without any proof. Recall that it is the nega- 
tions of these predicates which are absolutely detectable. 
(a) Connected. 
(b) A filled-in polygon with fewer than n sides. 
(c) Fewer than n points. 
(d) Line segment or point. 
(e) Disk or point. 
(f) 3-in.-long line segment. 
(g) Symmetric about some point. 
(h) Symmetric about some axis. 
643/3I/2-2 
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Given an acceptable sequence of partitions, ~r = {Tr,},= 1 ...... with induced 
topology ~,  we say a predicate, P on Y is o¢-detectable if there is a function 
~op such that 
~:  {E~(f) l i  >~ 1, f  any figure}--+ {0, 1}, 
and 
(1) limi_,~ q)p(E,(f)) exists for all f, 
(2) lim~_~ ~op(E,(f)) = 1 if and only if P( f )  is true. 
Intuitively, ~p is a device that guesses whether or not a partition figure 
is produced by a figure that satisfies the predicate P. P is J-detectable if 
there is a ~pp that guesses correctly when the partition is sufficiently fine. 
¢?p is, however, allowed to change its mind a finite number of times. I f f  has 
the property P, it might still be possible for E~(f) to contain a g not possessing 
the property P for arbitrarily large i. See Example 2 below. 
EXAMPLES. Let J be any partition induced topology on Y. 
(1) Convex is J-detectable. ~;e saw that "not convex" is an absolutely 
J-detectable predicate for any partition topology J .  In general, if P is 
absolutely J-detectable and 9p is a function that detects P, then 
,Pnotp(Ei(f)) = 1 -  ~vp(E~(f)) satisfies the conditions necessary to show 
that "not P"  is J-detectable. 
(2) Triangularity is J-detectable. By triangle, we mean the convex 
hull of three non-eolinear points. Since we are not allowing the degenerate 
cases of points and line segments, neither "triangle" nor "not triangle" is 
absolutely detectable. 
cp,riangle(E~(f) ) = 1 if Ei(f) contains a triangle but not a point 
or a straight line segment; recall that E~(f) 
contains those figures which produce the 
same partition figure as f at the ith level, 
= 0 otherwise. 
(3) The predicate "polygon" is not J-detectable. To see this, assume 
the contrary, i.e., that there exists a 9P that can detect whether or not a figure 
is a polygon. Letfo denote a disk. For some io , q~pol.vgon(Eq(fo)) = 0. Replace 
fo by a polygon f l  that still produces 7rq(fo), i.e., f l  E Eio(fo). Then for some 
i 1 > i0, Cp9olvgon(Ei(fl)) = 1. Now within some block of ~r,1 , round off an 
edge of fl  to make f l  into a nonpolygon f2 that still produces *rq(fl), and 
therefore also produces ~r,o(f0). Then for some i2 > i l ,  9polygon(Eq(f2)) = 0. 
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This process is continued ad infinitum to produce a sequence of figures 
f~ ,f2 ,fa .... that converges in the Haussdorff topology to a limit figure f. 
This f produces the partition figures 7r~o(fo) , %1(fl),.... It follows that 
S%o,ygon: E~o(f) - *  O, 
Eq( f ) -+  1, 
E,~(f) --~ O, etc. 
Hence, lim,_>~ 9polygon(Ei(f)) is not defined. 
The following theorem shows how the support Sp of a J-detectable 
predicate P can be built up out of J -open  sets. To facilitate the statement 
of this and of some later theorems, we make the following definition. We say 
a collection of sets {U~}~ c has the empty intersection property if for every 
infinite subset G O C G, ("]~,~% U.~ = 2J. 
THEOREM (Blum-Henneman). A predicate P on ~ is J-detectable if and 
only if S~ is a Boolean combination of a countable collection of J-open sets 
having the empty intersection property. 
Proof. Assume P is ~¢-detectable; we show that there exists a sequence 
oo 
of J -open  sets U 1D U~D U 3_D... with (~ i= lU i= ~ such that Sp is a 
Boolean combination of these sets. We are given a function 9 which detects P. 
Fix a figure f and assume co(El(f)) -- O. We say that qo changes its mind 
n times about f if there exist integers i l(f) < i2(f) < '"  < i~(f) such that 
~(N( f ) )  = 1 if ; ~< i l ( f )  
0 if i~(f) < i <~ i2(f) 
1 if i2(f) < i <~ ia(f) 
(o)~ if 
Now we define our open sets Ui • Let 
i , , ( f)  < i. 
u o = ~= and let U~ = 0 E~(f) where 
the union is taken over all equivalence classes E~(f) such that f is any figure 
for which q0 changes its mind at least n times and i is any integer greater that 
GO 
in(f). Then each U n is open and U. D U~+I. Furthermore, 0i=1 Ui ~ 
since P is detectable and so cannot change its mind infinitely often about 
any figure. Finally, we observe that f~ Sp if and only if cp changes its mind 
an even number of times about f, and we write 
& = U (G~ c~ (~: - G,~÷3). 
n=O 
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Conversely, assume that Se is a Boolean combination of countably many 
J -open sets {U].}i= 1 ...... having the empty intersection property. We wish 
to construct a q0: {E,(f)} ~ {0, 1} that detects P. The empty intersection 
property requires that any figure belong to only a finite number of U~. 
Hence, for any figure f there is an integer N such that for all j > N, E~(f) 
is contained in each of the open sets U~I ,..., U-,, and no others. Writing Se 
in disjunctive normal form, we next observe that the expression 
(~1U;~) c~ (~ (~= -- U~)) (1) 
is either wholly contained in Sp or wholly contained in its complement. 
Therefore, the mapping 
~o(E~(f)) = 1 if (1) is defined and in S v 
0 otherwise, 
defines P as a S-detectable predicate. 
COROLLARY (Blum-Henneman). Although there are 2 (2e°) predicates on gz, 
there are only 2 ~0 J-detectable predicates for any partition topology. 
We say a predicate P on ~z is detectable if Se is a Boolean combination of 
countably many ~f~-open sets having the empty intersection property. Then 
if P is detectable, it is surely J-detectable for every J .  We will show later 
that the converse is also true. 
The absolutely detectable predicates whose negations are listed as examples 
in the first part of this section, as well as many others, are rather special: 
They have support sets that are not only open but dense in (~, J )  for any 
partition topology J .  In fact, they are open dense in (~z, ~) .  We believe 
that all predicates that are geometric in flavor, as well as many that are not, 
are built up out of sets of this kind. (Valery (in 1920's) has said that geometric 
objects have simple descriptions.) This suggests the following definitions. 
We say P is a geometric predicate if and only if S e is a Boolean combination 
of sets that are open and dense in (D z, d/g ") and have the empty intersection 
property. Similarly, for a fixed partition topology J we will say that P is a 
J-geometric predicate if and only if Sp is a Boolean combination of sets that 
are open and dense in (~, J )  and have the empty intersection property. 
An example of a nongeometric predicate is the set of all E-variations of a 
given figure for some fixed e. 
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PROPOSITION (Blum-Henneman). For any partition topology J a subset 
of ~ is dense in (F, J )  if and only if it is dense in (F, 2/d). 
THEOreM (Blum-Henneman). P is a geometric predicate (J-geometric 
predicate) if and only if S~ is a finite Boolean combination of sets that are open 
and dense in (F, 3f)(([F, J ) ) .  
Pro@ Since any countable collection of open dense sets has a dense 
intersection, Se cannot be a Boolean combination of open dense sets {Ui} 
with empty intersection unless { Ui} is finite. 
EXAMPLES. The following are geometric predicates. 
(1) P = connected and not convex. Let P1 be "connected" and/)2 be 
"convex." Snore 1 and Snotp 2 are J~-open dense sets and P ~/ )1  ^  ~P2 ; 
& = (&l) n (Sno@. 
(2) P . . . .  composed of two disjoint congruent components." Let /)1 
be "connected," P2 be "composed of at most two components," and P3 be 
"composed of two possibly overlapping congruent components." Snotel, 
Snore2, and Snore 3 are ~,%P-open dense sets and Sp = Snotp ~ (3 Sp~ n S~.  
Boolean Combinations of Open Sets 
Now we will find some necessary and sufficient conditions for a subset A 
of a separable metric space to be a Boolean combination of a finite or countable 
number of open sets that have the empty intersection property. I f  a set A 
can be so expressed, then it can be put in the form: 
]c 
(1) A = [.J~=l(O~ n Ci) where Oi is open and C~ is closed, in the 
finite case, 
c~ 
(2) A = [Ji=l (Oi n C,) where Oi is open and Ci is closed and {Oi, Ci e} 
has the empty intersection property in the countable case. 
To see this second case, assume that d is a Boolean combination of {O~} 
where these open sets have the empty intersection property. Then A can 
be written in disjunctive normal form: 
The empty intersection property requires that in each purely conjunctive 
term only finitely many O~'s may appear uncomplemented and the union 
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may be taken as countable since a countable set has only countably many 
finite subsets. Now let 
I Qi=0I ln . . .R0 i2  and C i= (Os e) L ;O i lu . . .u  ~k" 
3~i  n 
Then Qi is open and _Ci is closed for all i and A = U,~=a (Qi n _C~). Surely, 
{Q/} has the empty intersection property and since C, e C Q~, {Q~, _C~ e} also 
has this property. 
The proposition in this section will state, therefore, necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a subset A of a separable metric space to be expressible in 
forms (1) or (2). The conditions will be stated in terms of the subsets T~(A) 
that are defined below. As motivation for these definitions, consider the 
problem of determining when a subset A of a separable metric space is of 
the form 0 n C where 0 is open and C is closed. Since C may be taken to be 
A, we must look for an open set O such that d C 0 and O n (~i --  A) = ~.  
Such an O will exist if and only if, for each point a e A, there is an open 
set Oa such that Oa c5 (A --  A) = ~,  or if and only if TI(A ) = ;J. 
Let A be a subset of a separable metric space. For all countable ordinals ~, 
we define T~(A) by 
T0(A) = A, 
TI(A ) = {t ~ A l for all open sets O, tEO ~ On( . / i - -A )=-  ~} 
= (A - -  A) n A, 
T~+~(A) = T~(T.(A)), 
T~(A) =- (~ (T~(A)) for limit ordinals ~. 
B<c~ 
PROPOSITION. Let A be a subset of a separable metric space. Then, 
T~(A) = ;~ for some countable (possibly finite) ordinal ~, 
or  
T~(A) = T~+1(A) :/= ;g for some countable (possibly finite) ordinal ~. 
Proof. Suppose that A is countable and assume that for every countable 
ordinal ~, i.e., ~ < o)1, T~+I(A) ~ T~(A). Let p~ e T~ ; p~ $ T~+ 1. Then 
p~ ~ p~. if c~ =/= ~', but that makes uncountably many p~'s in A, which is a 
contradiction. 
Now suppose A is uncountable and T~(A)=# T~+a(A) for all o~ < co~. 
Let p~ e T~(A), p~ ~ T~+ 1. Then P = {p~}~<~ is uncountable. Since we are 
working in a countable metric space, P contains an uncountable perfect 
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subset P '  (Cantor-Bendixon theorem). So if p ~ P' ,  every open set O con- 
taining p also contains uncountably many points of P ' .  In particular, such 
a set O must contain points p~ ~ T~(A) for uncountably many ~ < %.  
Hence, O contains points of T~(~/) for all ~ < Wa, and therefore, points 
of T~(A) not in T~(A) for all ~ < %.  So p e T~+a(_//) for all c~ < % which 
makes p ~ T~(A) for all a < %.  But this is a contradiction since p e P and 
was therefore chosen so thatp  ¢ T~+~(A) for some ~ < w 1 . 
TttEOREM. Let A be a subset of a locally compact, separable metric space. 
If, for some ~ < o)1, T~(A) -- T~+I(A ) ~ ;g, then _/I cannot be expressed in 
the form 
_4 ~- (_) (0, n Ci) where Oi is open and Ci is closed 
and {Oi, C,e}~=a ...... has the empty intersection property. 
Proof. Suppose T~(A) = T~+a(A) ~ ~ for some a < %.  Let t 1 E T~(A), 
ac 
A = Ui=l (Oi C~ Ci), then t a ~ Oi n C~ for some i, say t a ~ 01 r3 C 1 . Since 
t l~ 01, Oa must contain infinitely many points of T~(A) -- T~(A). C, cannot 
include any of these points and since C a is closed, it must exclude infinitely 
many points of T~(A). Let t~ ~ 01 (3 T~(A) be a point not in C a . Then t 2 
is in some O~ ~ C, ,  say O 2 ~ C 2. Let 0~' be an open set with compact 
closure such that O 2' C Oa ~ O~. Then C a excluded infinitely many points 
of O 2' c~ T~(A) and infinitely many of these points must also be excluded by 
C 2 So we continue; finally creating a sequence of sets with Oi D Oi' D O' • /+a  • 
As the Oi' are compact, the infinite intersection property implies that 
co co (~=~ O' i+a @ -~, and hence, Oi=a O, @ yr. 
THEOREM. Let A be a subset of a separable metric space• It T~(A) = 
for some a < %,  then A can be expressed as 
3 = 0 (O, ~ C;) where O, is open and Ci is closed 
i=1  
and such that {Oi , C1 c} has the empty intersection property. 
Proof. For each fl < wl ,  let Tn°(A ) = Tn(N ) --  Tn+a(.d ). Then, for each 
such fl, there is an open set O n' D Tn°(A) such that O n' (3 (T~(A) - Tn(-//)) = ;~. 
And then, O n' n Tn( ~ = Tn°(A). Therefore, if T~(A) = ~,  we have 
_4 = U (on' c~ r~(~4)). 
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This is not good enough since {Oj, T~(A) c} need not have the empty inter- 
section property. To fix this up, let f:  {/3}B<~--* {1/n}n= 1 ...... be a one-one 
onto function. Then, if {fl~}i=l ...... is any sequence of ordinals such that 
fii ~ fi~+l ~ a, we have lirn~_,~f(fii) = 0. Now, for each fi ~ ~, we pick an 
open set O~D TB°(A) such that O~ C O jn  N1(0)T0(A)) where N,(S) is the 
set of all points that lie within e of some point of S. Letting C a = To(A ) t.) On e, 
we wtill have 
A = U (on n ca) where Oe is open and C a is closed. 
We claim that this collection of sets {On, CB e} has the empty intersection 
property. We need only show that any infinite subcollection of the O~'s or 
of the Cys  has empty intersection. As any infinite collection of the fi's 
contains a subcollection {fii}i=l ...... where fli ~ fii+l, it is enough to show 
that for fil < fii+l < ~, 
co 
(1) N~=~ o~, = ~.  
co 
Assume otherwise, i.e., that there exists p E n,=, Let fi' = limi+~ fii" 
p e ~i~1 On, implies that p is a limit point of To(A ) for any fi ~ some fl¢, 
i = 1,..., oo. To see this, note thatp e OB, implies that d(p, T~,(A)) ~ 1If(ill), 
where d is the metric on the space. This means that if e is any positive 
number N~(p) contains a point t which is also in T~,(A) for some arbitrarily 
high i. But T~jA) C Tv(A) for every y ~/~i, SO for any y less than some fii, 
we have p e T~,(A). Hence, p is a limit point of To(A ) for any fl ~ fi'. By 
construction of On, , p ~ O~,  and p e T~,(A) implies p e To,(A ). But then, 
p ~ To(A ) for all fi ~ fi', but this is a contradiction as O0, contains no points 
of To,+I(A). 
We must now show 
oo 
(2) N~=I Ca, -= Z. 
This follows from (1) since by construction C~, _C O~,. 
We see from the preceding construction that if T~(A)-~ ~ for some 
integer k, then A can be expressed as a Boolean combination of a finite 
number of open sets. In particular, 
k- -1  
A = U (Oi n Ci) where Oi is open and Ci is closed. 
z=l  
These sets are just those described in the previous proof. For completion, 
we mention 
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T~IEO~EM. Let A be a subset of a separable metric space. A can be expressed 
in the form: 
7c-1 
A = U (o~ n q)  where Oi is open and C~ is closed 
if and only if T,~(A) = ~. 
Proof. As this result will not be used in the applications to predicates, 
the proof is reserved for the appendix. 
Intersection Topologies 
Let {~}~c be a collection of topologies on a set X such that (X, A~) is 
a separable metric space for each 7 ~ G. Let ~ ~ 0~c @,  then J is a 
topology on X which we will refer to as the intersection topology. (X, J )  
will be separable and we assume that it will also be metrizable so that the 
results of the previous section hold. We now ask what conditions must be 
placed on the collection (~¢~}~a to insure that a set A C X will be a Boolean 
combination of a finite number of open sets (or a countable collection with 
the empty intersection property) in (X, J )  if and only if it is so in (X, @) 
for all y ~ G. In fact, some conditions are necessary. For an example that 
shows this, see (Fell, 1969). 
Since T~(A) depends on the topology in question, our notation will not 
suffice. We will use T J (A)  to denote T~(A) in the topological space (X, J )  
and A J  to denote the closure of A in this space. On the basis of the last 
section, we try to answer our question by finding a condition on {~}~a 
such that T J (A)  = ;~ if and only if Try(A) = ~ for all 7 ~ G. The fol- 
lowing proposition gives such a condition. 
PROI'OSlTION. Let J ,  .ff~(y c G) be separable, metrizable topologies on a 
set X such that J is the intersection topology of the J~'s. If, in addition, for 
any countable subset C C 2;7, there is a 7' ~ G such that, for each c ~ C, every 
~-neighborhood f c contains a J-neighborhood of c, then: 
(1) T J (A)  = Z where k is a positive integer, if and only if for each 
7 ~ G there is an integer k~ such that T~ = ~ ; 
(2) T J (A)  = T~I(A ) ~ ~ for some ~ < % implies that there exists 
y ~ G such that T~v(A) -~ T;~ + ~ for some countable ordinal [3; 
(3) if T J (A )= ;g for some countable ordinal ~ then Try (A)= ;g 
for every y E G. 
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Proof. (3) Even without our extra condition, that is just assuming J is 
the intersection topology of the ~ 's ,  it is true that T~J(A) = ;~ implies 
Try(A) = ~ for all 7 ~ G. In fact, AJ~ C A J which implies (AJ~ -- A) _C 
(A ~ - -A )  which, in turn, implies T~J(A)C_ T1J(A). It then follows, by 
induction on ~, that TJ,(A) c T,(A) for all a. 
(1) The above discussion takes care of one direction of (1) so we proceed 
with the other direction. Assume T1J(A) ~ ;g where h is a positive integer. 
As in the proof that appears in the appendix of this paper, there is a t ~ Tk(A) 
and countable sets B~,, m = 0,..., 2k --  1 such that 
B~iC T J (A)  0 <~ i <~ k - -1 ,  
B~,+~ C T~J(A) 5, B2~+~ r3 T~J(A) -~ ;g, 
and such that t is a limit point of B,~, m = 0,..., 2k -- 1, and if t' ~ B~, 
, 2k--1 B then t' is a limit point of B~ for j : 0,..., n -- l. Let C = {t} u U~=o m 
and let 7 e G be such that for each c e C, e~ery J ' -neighborhood of c con- 
tains a J -neighborhood of c. Then B o C A ~ T~(A)  by definition. Assume 
B2, C T(v(A) and show Be(,+~) C TrY(A). By the choice of ~ ,  B~(j+l) C B~.~, 
and so B2(j+I) C Tf,(A) and B20.+1 ) C B~,+J,. Also B2,+l C B-Z J ,  C ~ ' v ,  
and B2~+~ (3T~y(A) ~ 25, since Bej+~ c~ T~J(A) = ~ by the choice of 
the B~'s and since TrY(A)C TjJ(A). Putting this together, we get 
J~  • . 
Be(~+z) C T~+I(A ) and samdarly t E T~(A).  
This shows that T~(A)= ~ for all V ~ G implies that TS(A)= ;~, 
but the proposition claims a stronger result which we attack negatively. 
Assume TeJ(A) ~ ~ for every integer k. We claim that there is a V ~ G 
such that for every integer k, T~v(A) :~ ;~. To show this, we mimic the 
argument above. For each integer k since T~(A)  :/: ~, we have t~ ~ T~X(A) 
and sets B~ ~, m = 0,..., 2k -- 1 as above, with t~ va t~+~. Then 
C = U { U B.~}V U t~is countable. 
/c=l \ n~=l) / lc~l 
So let ~ ~ G be such that for each c ~ C, every J - -neighborhood of c contains 
a ~-neighborhood of c. Then just as above, t~.. ~ T~y(A), but this time we 
have a t~ for every integer k. 
(2) Now suppose TJ (A)  = T~(A)  ¢ ;g for some c~ < w i .  Let 
C =- T J (A)  if this set is countable. Otherwise consider the collection of all 
open disks of rational radius about points y a Y where Y is a countable dense 
subset of (X, J ) .  For each such disk D choose one point p ~ T J (A)  (5 D 
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if this intersection is nonempty. Let C be the union of all these p's. Then 
(1) C is countable; (2) if q~ T J ( / / )  J, then q~ C J (Fig. 1); and so 
(3) T,'(C) = c .  
Fie. 1. q~C-'*. 
Let C' = T J ( _ / / / - -  T J (A )  if this set is countable; otherwise do the same 
as above to get a countable C'. Then (1) C C TJ(_d) C A, (2) C' C C d --  C, 
and (3) C C ~J .  
Let ~, ~ G be such that for every c ~ C u C', every ~-neighborhood of c 
contains a J-neighborhood of c. C C T J (A)  and we want to show that 
C C 2~Jy(A) for all countable ordinals /9. Note that C'c~ z/-----2~ since 
c '~A and c'~ TS(A)  J implies c'~ T;~(A), but C' was chosen to be in 
the complement of this set. Now we proceed, by induction on/3, to show 
c c rp,(.d). 
(1) CCA = ToJ,(A). 
(2) Assume C C T~(-//). C' ~ T~v(_//) = ~ since C' n A = ~. By the 
choice of ~ ,  C' C CYv C ~)~,  and C C ~J .  So C C Jv 
(3) If /3 is a limit ordinal, and C C T~v for all 8 < fi, then trivially 
c c Tp(3). 
So C C T~(_d) for all/3 < co 1 and we are done. 
If (X, J )  is a locally compact space in addition to the conditions already 
imposed on J and ~,  then we have from a theorem in the previous ection 
that TS(.z/) = Tf+l(_//) @ Z implies that _d cannot be expressed as 
_d = 0 (O, c3 C,) where O~ is open and C, is closed in (_32, j )  
,=J_ 
and {Oi, C, e} have the empty intersection property. 
If  C, C' and ~ are chosen as in part (2) of the last proof, then A cannot 
be expressed in the above form where O~ is open and Ci is closed in (X, ~) .  
To prove this we use the close relationship between J and J~ to fake local 
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compactness in (X, J~). We pick the t,'s more carefully, making sure they 
are in C n Tf7(A), and pick the open sets O{ to be J -open with compact 
closure in (X, J ) .  This does the job of forcing 0i~10i  to be nonempty, so 
we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let J and J~(7 ~ G) satisfy the conditions of the proceeding 
proposition. Assume, in addition, that J is locally compact. Then, if A is a 
subset of X: 
(1) A can be expressed as a Boolean combination of a finite number of 
J-open sets i f  and only if it can be expressed as a Boolean combination of a 
finite number of J~-open sets for every 7 ~ G; 
(2) A can be expressed as a Boolean combination of a countable collection 
of J-open sets with the empty intersection property if and only if it can be so 
expressed with J~-open sets for every 7 ~ G. 
Applications to the Topologies on 
We now show that if R is the plane or a compact convex subset of the 
plane and if 1: is the set of compact subsets of R then the Hausdorff topology 
on V is in fact the intersection of the grid topologies on V. We then apply 
the machinery of the last two sections to this collection of topologies. 
PROPOSITION. Let f ~ I:. There exists a system of rectangular grids which 
induce a partition topology J such that every ~¢-open eighborhood of f  contains 
an d-open neighborhood off. 
Pro@ We would like to show that given a compact figure f on the plane, 
there exists a system of rectangular grids such that E,(f) includes all figures 
within e o f f  for some E > 0. We basically go about his by trying to construct 
a sequence of grids so that no grid line is tangent o the boundary of f. 
We don't state things in quite these terms since we don't want to get involved 
Fig. 2. Finding grid lines. 
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with requiring differentiable boundaries. To construct our first grid, we 
divide the retina into vertical bands of width fi > 0. We show that within 
each of these bands there is a vertical ine L such that i fp E f  and p lies on 
L, then every neighborhood ofp contains points o f f  on both sides of L. 
Suppose that this is not the case for some band. Then for each x-coordinate 
in that band there is a point iG Ef  and a disk of some radius about p~ such 
that there are either no points o f f  in the left hemi-disk or no points o f f  
in the right hemi-disk. We can assume that uncountably many points p~ 
have no points o f f  in their right hemi-disk, and we restrict our considerations 
to this collection ofp~'s. Also, for the sake of geometry, we replace the hemi- 
disks by equilateral triangles. Let T x be the triangle associated with p~. 
a b 
FIG. 3. a. Before: No points off in here. b. After: No points off inside or on the 
obligue sides of the triangle. 
Note that no two T~'s have overlapping vertical sides since all the p,'s in 
our chosen collection have different x-coordinates. We will show that each 
T~ contains an open neighborhood that is not covered by the other T~'s. 
Due to the shape of equilateral triangles and the fact that p~ ~f, and therefore, 
not in any triangles other than T~, only the part of Tx shown in the diagram 
below can be covered by triangles Tx, with x' < x. Assume that d is the 
This port ~x~ 
FIGURE 4 
length of the altitude of Tx. Let P0 be a point in Tx that lies within the 
region indicated by cross-hatching (Fig. 5). Suppose P0 lies in T% where the 
y-coordinate ofp% is greater than that ofpx. Let b 0 be the length of the base 
of Tx ° . Assuming that a Pn and Tx~ have been chosen, let P~+I be a point 
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FIGURE 5 
in the cross-hatched region of T~, such that the differences between the 
x-coordinates ofp~+l and Px is less than d/2 ~+1 and P~+I is not in T~. ° ,..., T . . .  
Now, if possible, let P~+I e Tx~+~ where the y-coordinate of p~.+~ is greater 
than that of p~. If such a triangle exists, let b~+~ be the length of its base. 
Then, as can be seen in the following pictures, this process must stop after 
a finite number of steps since b~+ 1 gets so small that Tx.+~ could not possibly 
include any points from within the cross-hatched region. So points in the 
,a ÷'t ~'S"-x 
FIG. 6. 
6 
a < d/2~; b,~+~ < (b,/2) -I- 3'/2d/(3 • 2n-1). 
cross-hatched region with small enough x-coordinate are not covered by 
triangles T~, with the y-coordinate of p~, larger than that of p~. The same 
argument applies, of course, to triangles T~. with the y-coordinate of p~, 
less than that of p~. So we get a neighborhood in T~ not covered by either 
set of triangles. 
This collection of uncovered neighborhoods i uncountable, and the 
neighborhoods are disjoint. This cannot happen on the plane. Hence, there 
must be a vertical ine L, in each bar such that if p ~f  and p lies on L, then 
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every open set about p contains points o f f  on both sides of L. We now form 
a grid by taking as grid lines this set of lines L and a similar set of horizontal 
lines. The diameter of each rectangle in the grid will be less than or equal 
to 8~/-'/3. 
Actually, for our purposes, we have to be more careful in choosing our 
second set of (in this case, horizontal) lines. We must require an extra 
condition at the corners. We need to insist that if a corner point p of the 
grid lies in the figure, then there are points of the figure arbitrarily close to 
FIG. 7. 
L 
. . . . .  Lo 
Both L and L' are O.K. forf  but the combination is bad. 
p in all four quadrants about it. Suppose we have chosen a finite number of 
vertical ines L 1 ,..., L n that actually hit the figure, and we want to find a 
horizontal line L'  between L 0 and L 1 that works. We know that if we ignored 
the vertical ines and just asked L'  to satisfy our first condition, we would 
have uncountably many choices for L'. We show that one (in fact uncountably 
many) of these choices are compatible, by our second condition, with 
L 1 ,..., L~. We proceed with the same kind of argument as above. That is, if 
we cannot find a compatible line, then each of the possible lines L' hits one 
of L1,...,L~ at a point PL',  such that there are no points of f near PL' in 
some quadrant. Assume that for uncountably many of these points it is the 
"northeast" quadrant hat causes trouble. For each possible line L'  let PL" 
be a troublesome point on L' t% Li for some 1 ~< i ~< n, and let SL" be a 
closed square with southwest corner PL" such that S L, contains no point 
of f in its interior. I f  L" is another possible line SL,, n SL" --~ ~. Again, we 
are faced with uncountably many disjoint neighborhoods on the plane, and 
this still cannot happen, so we must be able to find a suitable line L'. 
Now, taking the grid formed by the lines we have chosen, let E(f)  be 
the set of all f cF  that are equivalent to f in the relation induced on ~z by 
the partition of the grid. Let rr(f) be the partition figure of f, so ~r(f) = 
{ql q lies in a rectangle containing a point of f}.  Let C(f) be the union of 
rectangles not contained on ~r(f). Then C(f) is bounded away from f by 
some ~ > 0. Also, each rectangle in ~r(f) contains a point o f f  in its interior. 
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~(f) contains only finitely many rectangles since f is compact. Choose one 
p~ 6 f  from the interior of each such rectangle. Let e > 0 be such that E > ~/ 
and E is less than the distance of P, from the boundary of its rectangle for 
all i. Then all figures within c o f f  are contained in E(f).  
To create the grid for the next level down, we keep the lines we have 
already chosen and add carefully selected lines about halfway between these. 
Continuing in this way, we can create a whole grid system that is nice with 
respect o a fixed figure f. Note that our construction works whether or not 
the retina is the entire plane. 
COROLLARY. The Hausdorff topology 2/{ ~ on IF is the intersection of the 
partition topologies on F. In fact, ~ is the intersection of the grid topologies 
on ~2. 
Proof. We already know that every o%,°-open set is open on every partition 
topology so that ~ must be included in the intersection of these topologies. 
If  A C ~z is not open in ~F, there exists some grid topology J such that 
every J -open set aboutf  contains an ~%~-open set about f, and hence, a point 
of A e. So A is not open in (~z, j ) .  
COROLLARY. I f  A is a countable subset of gz, then there is a partition (grid) 
topology J such that for every f ~ A, every J-open set about f contains an 
~f'-open set about f .  
COROLLARY. A subset, A of gz can be expressed in the form: 
k 
(1) A = Ui=l (o, c~ c,) where O, is open and C, is closed in (F, ~)  
and k is a positive integer if and only if it can be expressed as a Boolean com- 
bination of a finite number of open sets in every grid topology; 
(2) A = ~)~=1 (0~ t~ C,) where 0~ is open and Ci is closed in (~, ~)  
and (Oi, C~ c} have the empty intersection property if and only if it can be so 
expressed in every grid topology. 
Finally, putting these results into terms of detectability, we have: 
COROLLARY. Let P be a predicate on F. 
(1) P is absolutely detectable if and only if P is absolutely dr-detectable 
for every grid topology J .  
(2) P is detectable if and only if it is J-detectable for every grid topology ,~. 
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APPENDIX 
THEOREM. 
in the form 
b--1 
A = U (o,  n c,) 
Z=0 
i f  and only if  T~(A) = ~.  
Proof. Suppose Tk(A ) ~ ;~. 
i i , t o- , ~.~.~ ,... such that 
l im f~ ----- t 
t im t u -= #i 
lira [iJ'~ = ti~ 
k--~ oo 
• .., etc. 
Let A be a subset of a separable metric space. A can be expressed 
where O, is open and Ci is closed 
Let t ~ T~(A). Then there exist points 
i, ~ T~_I(A), ~, ~ T~_I(A), 
t~s ~ Tk_I(A), 
tTs~ e T~_~(A), ~,j~ ¢ T~_~(A), 
So we have 2k countable collections of points B~ such that 
B o C To(A ) - A, B2, C T~(n), i = 0,..., k - -  1, 
BICA , Bind  = d,  
and for i ---- 0,..., k - -  1, 
B~,+I C T,(A), B2~+~ n TdA ) = ;g. 
Further,  t is a l imit point of Bin,  m = 0,..., 2k - -  1, and if t' ~ B , ,  then t'  
is a l imit point of Bm for m = 0,..., n - -  1. Now, suppose A can be expressed 
in the form 
q 
.4 = L) (o; n c,)  
i=1 
where O~ is open and C~ is closed. 
Since t ~ A, t lies in some Oi n C, ,  say 01 ~ C 1 . B2(~_1) C A, so the points 
of B2(e_l) must  be scattered somewhere in this union. Most of B20~_1) cannot 
be in 01 n Ca • To be more explicit, t is a l imit point of B2~_ 1 so infinitely 
many points of this set must  be in 01 . Since none of these points are in A, 
C 1 must  exclude them if O 1 n C a is to be included in A. Since every point 
of B2~_ 1 is a limit point of B2(~-1), infinitely many points of B.o(k_l) cannot 
643/3I]2-3 
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be included in C 1 . But B2(1~_1) C A, so infinitely many points of B2(k_l) lie 
in some O~ ~ C, for some i >/2;  say they lie in O~ c3 C2 • Now look at the 
points in B~(k-2) • They lie in A and, therefore, are included somewhere in 
• q 
the union ~J~=l (O, ~ Ci). Infinitely many of these points lie outside C 1 t_) C~. 
To see this, let x be a point of B2(~_1) such that x e Ce (302 and x @ C 1 . 
Let x~ and Yi~ be such that 
lim x~ = x xi e B~k_~ C A e, 
l im y~. : x~ y~j e B~(~_2). 
j~ce  
Since 02 contains all but a finite number of the x,'s, only a finite number of 
the xi's can lie in Ce. Therefore, for all but a finite number of the i's, all 
but a finite number of.the y,j's must lie outside C2. Since x ~ C1, only 
finitely many x,'s can lie in C 1 . So similarly, for all but a finite number of 
the i's, all but a finite number of the y , ' s  must lie outside C 1 . Putting this 
together, we get infinitely many yi~'s lying outside C 1 u C~. Hence, infinitely 
many points of B2(~_2) must lie in some Or (3 C~ for some i >/3,  say O~ (5 C 3 . 
Continuing in this way, we see that if A is of the form (J~=a (O~ C,) 
and Tk(A) ~ ~,  then q >/k  @ 1. 
We mention, in passing, that all of the cases mentioned in this sequence 
of theorems are realizable. That is, in a metric space like R ~, for any countable 
ordinal a, there is a set A such that T~(A) = ;~ and T~(A) ~ ~ for any 
fi < a. For construction of examples ee (Fell, 1969). 
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